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Abstract: This paper lays down various parameters to decide
which programming language suits for a particular need
like installation on a machine, learning for a novice, speed,
data type handling, suitability for open source projects,
concurrency support, data structure based performance and
support and various other related terms in order to reduce
the number of choices available for a developer and provide
with the most suitable choice.
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I.

Suitability

INTRODUCTION

As the world is moving ahead, each week a new
programming language is introduced which leaves the
developer with so many choices due which it becomes
hard for the developer to choose one for a particular
purpose. If we go alphabetically, we will find at least 20
programming languages from each alphabet. Thus study
needed to be done to judge and figure out the most
suitable languages for a particular purpose based on
certain parameters. Despite of so many choices
available, some programming languages remain as the
common interest of programmers like C, C++, Java,
Python, Php, GO, SCALA and many more. Each of
these languages has their own strengths and
disadvantages will be laid down in this paper.
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENTS

A. Which language is easy for instalation on a system?
With so many operating systems available, some
programming languages are available for all OS’s but
some are available only for particular OS. Some are
pre-installed where as some are not.
B. Which language is easy to learn for a novice?
[1] Some languages are very easy to pickup and learn
for a novice but some are equipped with so many
features and concepts, which can’t be grasped by a
novice.
C. Which language has better support for data types/
data structures( with respect to speed and ease of
implementation)?
[3] Some languages have easy to implement data
structures but are slow in speed where as some are
faster but has very complex way of implementation.
D. Which language provides better job options?
[4] Programming languages play an important role in
finding a job. Some languages have job boom but at the
same
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time number of people ready with those skills is also
large in number.
E. Which language is most suitable for open source
projects?
[2] Open source projects tend to run for years in which
there are many chances that the language used might die
or loose popularity. Thus the language chosen for a
open source projects should be expected to be in trend
for time project runs or the code written should be
portable to other language.
III.

METHODS

Various methods are implemented for various problem
statements mentioned before.
 Various installation packages were compared for
their size and ease of installation. Also commonly
used operating systems were compared to see
weather they comes with a language preinstalled or
not.
 A questionnaire was prepared and was distributed
among students who know all four languages C,
C++, Java and Python to figure out their views and
experience in programming languages.
 A common array and loops program was
implemented in different languages and their results
were compared to see speed and support in a
particular language.
 A Job seekers and Job posting for certain languages
will be studied for past few years.
 To decide support for open source projects, data
released from big players in open source
development like apache and Ubuntu are studied.
IV.

DETAILED CONTENT

A study and analysis was done on the collected data
from various sources in order to get answer for the
stated problem statements. Thus some answers and
conclusions were made which are discussed below.
A. Installation of Programming Languages:
As said before some languages come pre-installed on
various systems where as some are need to be installed.
Like C language comes pre-installed on almost all Unix
like operating system. Similarly python comes
preinstalled on various Unix variant like on Ubuntu,
MacOS (OS X). Also windows operating system comes
preinstalled with VBScript and other Microsoft created
languages.
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But there are some languages, which are need to be
installed, like Java and come in a large package. In
terms preinstalled language MacOS (OS X) takes a lead
to other operating systems because it comes preinstalled
with C, C++, Python, Ruby, Php and many more.
Table 1. Languages Preinstalled on OS or not
OS

C

C++

Java Python Ruby

Php

Linux

(Ubuntu)











Windows 





















MacOS
(OS X)



If we compare the languages based on their installation
package size then [7] C and [11] C++ compiler comes
in smallest size packages. For comparisons we have
taken into consideration amd64 operating system with
latest version of language except for php in which
version 5.6 is considered. Although for MacOS (OS X)
the C and C++ compilers are installed by installing
command line tools which is large in size also includes
many other tools like Apache Server, php, Unix
command support, Ruby and many more. Setup of java
comes in largest size as compared to other languages.
Table 2. Size of Installation Package
C
[10]
(GC C++
C) (G++)

OS

[8]
[9]
[7]
Pytho
Java n 3.x Ruby

Fig. 1. Which language(s) according to students is most
easy to learn for a novice?
Most of the students think C is the most easy to learn
language for a novice (63.2%) followed by Python
(50%).

Fig. 2. Which language(s) has better support for data
types?
57.9% students say that Java has the better support for
data types and Python provides toughest competition to
it i.e. 50% because of its easy to use and dynamic type
casting.
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Fig. 3. In which language(s) conditional statements and
loops are easy to implement?
According to 60.5% students, Python has the simplest
implementation of loops and conditional statements
followed by C and C++ with 44.7% and 42.1%
respectively.

B. Learning for Novices:
The most commonly preferred languages for novices
include C, C++ and Java. Although outside Asia Python
also competes in this race but is not much famous in
Asia specific regions. Thus to find out which language
is most suitable for learning for a novice, we created a
questionnaire and distributed that questionnaire among
the students who knew all of the four languages namely
C, C++, Python and Java. The results obtained were as
follows:
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Fig. 4. Which language requires least time to learn?
A majority of students think that Python language
requires least time for learning i.e. 60.5%. No other
language gives competition to it.
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Fig. 8. Sample test code for Python language
Fig. 5. Which language will you suggest for a novice?
34.2% students say that they will suggest C language to
novices whereas 31.6% also suggests Python as the first
programming language for Learning.
C. Speed of programming languages
To compare the execution speed of languages, we
declaring an array or similar data structure in every
language, then assigning values to it and then printing
it. We are using “time” command to measure the
execution time of each language.

Fig. 9. Sample test code for Java language

NAME
time -- time command execution
SYNOPSIS
time [-lp] utility
V.

DESCRIPTION

The time utility executes and times utility. After the
utility finishes, time writes the total time elapsed, the
time consumed by system overhead, the time used to
execute utility to the standard error stream. Times are
reported in seconds.

Fig. 10. Sample test code for Ruby language

Fig. 11. Sample test code for Php language
Table 3. Execution Time Comparison
C++

Java Python Ruby Php

Execution
.013s .018s
Time

.154s 0.067s .046s .091s

Language
Fig. 6. Sample test code for C language

C

Results can be drawn from above table that C language
is fastest among all and it’s biggest competitor is C++.
Ruby and Php are considerably faster than Python and
Java is slowest among all of these. The reason for
Python being is slow is it’s dynamic nature and Java is
slow because of byte code conversion process.

Fig. 7. Sample test code for C++ language
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due to which the developers might have to rewrite the
whole project or migrate the code in another language if
the language in which the project was written supports
portability. [5] For this we collect the data from big
giants in the game of open source projects like apache,
Ubuntu.

Fig. 12. Graphical representation of execution time
taken.
A. Jobs Point of View:
Jobs have been the top most priority developers while
learning a language. Although some might disagree on
this point because according to them it not about the
language, it’s about the concept. But still in market
some language have higher job trends as compared to
others. For this we collected data from [4] indeed.com
about previous and current job trends.

Fig. 15. Programming Languages accepted by Mozilla,
Apache and Ubuntu

Fig. 13. Job postings in C,C++, Java, Python, Ruby,
Php

Fig. 16. Which language can increase Mozilla, Apache
and Ubuntu survivability?
Thus from the above table we can say that If one goes
for languages among Shell, Python, Ruby, Java, C then
most probably the project will not suffer survivability
issue in the future. Also most of †he languages among
them are portable.
VI.

Fig. 14. Job seekers in C, C++, Java, Python, Ruby,
Php.
B. Support For Open Source Projetcs:
The biggest fear for open source project is that the
language in which are being written might die with time
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CONCLUSION

For a smart city a smart technology is required. And
smart technologies are created with a choice of smart
programming language. Well it is hard to tell an all
rounder player in pool of programming languages still
we have seen certain commonly used languages. If we
consider pre-installed languages then C and Python is
on lead because they come pre-installed on most of the
Operating Systems. If the size of installation package is
considered then again C language wins because its
compiler comes in smallest size. For novices, there is a
tie between C and Python, thus they should choose one
among these two. If the speed is considered then no one
can beat C. C++ is also a strong competitor in this case
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but Java here is big loose string. For job scenarios,
although maximum number of jobs is available in Java
but number of job seekers are even more than that. Thus
from job point of view one should avoid Java as a
choice. For open source projects preferred languages
are Java Script, Shell, C, Java, Python, Ruby and Php
majorly.
VII.
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